PUBLIC FORUM

Held October 3, 2016

Input to identify unmet behavioral health needs

Community invited to present at forum

Comments reviewed and - where appropriate - linked to existing or planned services
NEED: HOUSING

Housing for Homeless

Transitional Housing

Peer-Run Housing

Currently Available:
- SATT Courtyard

In Development:
- Housing for Homeless
- Housing/Year-Round Emergency Shelter

Future Opportunity:
- No Place Like Home

NEED: WORK/TRAINING

Expanded Peer Involvement

Expanded Peer/Family Training

Peer Scholarships

Peer Certification

Currently Available:
- WET Trainings
- MH Career Pathways for peers and family
- Free college courses

In Process:
- Systems review

Statewide Issue
NEED: PEI SERVICES

Stigma Reduction
- Community events
- Each Mind Matters

O&E efforts for underserved
- Targets underserved
- Program expanding

Intervention for children, curriculum training
- School-based PEI programs expanding

NEED: CHILD SERVICES

Student – MH Linkage
- PEI O&E, School-Based Programs
- FSP expansion
- CRP expansion
- Non-MHSA: AB3632

Increase access, services at younger age
- In Development:
  - Young TAY PACT

Psychiatry Access Line
- Future Opportunity
NEED: OLDER ADULT SERVICES

In Home Services

Currently available:
- Majority of services are field-based

Early Intervention

Currently available:
- Early Intervention for Older Adults
- SHOPP

NEED: CRISIS

Add psychiatric inpatient beds

Not allowed by MHSA

Expand CAT to target Vietnamese-speaking population

Adult:
- 6 Vietnamese
- 7 Spanish
- 1 Farsi
- 1 Arabic
- 1 Korean
- 1 Kmer
- 1 Mandarin

Children:
- 6 Spanish
- 1 Russian, Arabic
- 1 Eretrean
NEED: POPULATION-SPECIFIC FSPS

- Adult API FSP/Trauma-Focused Services
  - FSPs expected to serve cultural/linguistic needs of its service area. RFP in process.
- AOT FSP expansion
  - Currently Available Contract awarded with increased slots

NEED: DUAL DIAGNOSIS

- Dual Diagnosis Residential Program
  - In development:
    - Adult
    - Adolescent
NEED: DEAF/HARD OF HEARING

More direct access to services

Currently Available
- County staff provides direct service
- Interpreting service for BHS
- SUD Residential In Process
- Annual SUD systems review

NEED: MHSA SYSTEM

Community outreach

In Development

Efficiency of MHSA system

In Process
- Cost Benefit Analysis
- Tech upgrades
- Outcomes improve.
- MHSOAC Fiscal Tool
NEED: OTHER

Transportation → In Development
Caregiver Support, Respite Care → In Development
Domestic Violence Intra-Agency Collaboration → Future Opportunity